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Abstract

Active learning has gained attention as a method to expedite the learning curve of classifiers. To this end,

uncertainty sampling is a widely adopted strategy that selects instances closer to the decision boundary.

However, uncertainty sampling alone may not be sufficient in batch active learning due to the redundancy of

instances and its susceptibility to outliers. In this study, we utilize query-by-committee (QBC) for uncertainty

and demonstrate that its performance can be improved by introducing diversity and density in instance

utility. Test results show that uncertainty sampling by QBC can be significantly improved with diversity

and density incorporated in instance selection. Furthermore, we investigate several distance measures for

use in diversity and density and show that random forest dissimilarity can be an effective distance measure

in batch active learning. The effects of the characteristics of the data on the results are also analyzed.
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1. Introduction

Active learning (AL) [44, 38, 18] has gained popularity in pursuit of efficient training of classifiers under

a limited budget for labeling instances. AL algorithms actively select instances that show more potential

contribution to improving the model performance and label them first. Because the objective of AL is to

achieve higher performance of classifiers more quickly, instances chosen to be labeled (the so called query5

instances) selected using uncertainty sampling [34] are likely to be near the decision boundary.

However, uncertainty sampling alone may not be sufficient in batch active learning (BAL). Unlike serial

AL where labels are applied one instance at a time, BAL queries multiple instances for labels. In BAL,

one should consider the smoothness assumption that neighboring instances are likely to share the prediction

results. If one forms a query only from the most uncertain instances, such a query is susceptible to redundancy10

of instances as neighbors of the most uncertain instance will also likely show high uncertainty. To prevent

redundant instances in queries, diversity, which increases the pairwise distances among query instances, has

been employed in instance selection to ensure query instances are not too close [10, 30, 55].
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